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About This Game

NecroVisioN: Lost Company is the prequel to original horror FPS shooter, taking place before the NecroVisioN story begins. It
contains a bunch of unique levels, characters, weapons and gameplay elements as well as new main hero that presents the
original game story from opposite perspective. Player is now one of WWI German troops that discovers the evil forces

unleashed by the war, starts to fight against them and leads soldiers of all nations gathered on the front through the massive
battles against the zombies and demons and finally he becomes a first Necromancer that will fight against Simon Bukner in

NecroVisioN.

10 new levels in singleplayer campaign

15 new characters

6 new weapons

Variety of special weapon ugrades

New drivable vehicles to use in fight - FT17 tank and Halberstadt CL.II airplane

Several additional close combat techniques, spells and fatalities in singleplayer
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New unique multiplayer mode: Gas Attack

3 new maps and several new skins for multiplayer mode

New visual effects like enhanced depth-of-field, soft shadows and new shaders with optimized renderer and data loading
system.
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Title: NecroVisioN: Lost Company
Genre: Action
Developer:
The Farm 51
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
NecroVisioN
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2010

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP Service Pack 2, Vista (Operating System must be up to date with the latest patches)

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 2.4GHz or AMD Athlon 64 +2800

Memory: 1 GB RAM (Microsoft® Windows® XP) / 1.5GB (Microsoft® Windows® Vista)

Graphics: 256 MB Video RAM or greater with DirectX9 Pixel Shader 3.0 support (NVIDIA GeForce 6600 or ATI Radeon
X1600 or better)

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c

Hard Drive: 8.0 GB available hard drive space

Sound: DirectX 9.0c compliant soundcard

Other requirements: 56kbps internet connection or faster for Internet play

English,Russian,German,Polish
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So I've played this game a little over the weekend (only three hours I know!) I did enjoy this game a great deal, I will play it
more next weekend, I'm sure. It's very sweet, funny and charming. It is also quite addictive as there is the urge to just do one
more quest. It's a quirky game and it really appeals to me. It seems that this is early access which hopefully means they'll add
more levels and things. I'm not close to finished with the game (I think) but it will be interesting to see what they do with it.. By
far one of the more unique and interesting games I have played. Without a doubt one of my favorite random finds.. I used a
freeware ogg to mp3 program (you can easily find one online) to overcome the file formatting issue.

Regarding "not all songs are in the soundtrack", I would name this "Half of fault milestone two soundtrack". Having said that,
however, the songs on the soundtrack are absolutely phenomenal as I'm sure anyone who has read the story (or even played the
demo) can attest to.

I received the soundtrack as part of the fault bundle; as a soundtrack collector of sorts, it's one of the reasons I got the bundle
instead of the games individually.. Not really a game more like a demo. No options menu. Force fullscreen and changes your
resolution. Can't hit Esc as that actualy quits the game. Single level that was very easy to beat. The idea for a game is there and I
wished the developer would have made a whole game of it.. Sadly, this game crashes for me after about 15 minutes of play. I
would love to play it, if the bugs were fixed.. Pretty decent so far

+ Slinging around is fun
+ Levels are interesting
+ Hard to get hang of in a good way
+ Abilities are all useful
+ More open maps encourage a little creativity

- Tutorial is a bit wonky, voice gets a little annoying
- Enemies keep things interesting, but hit detection seems a little weird and they fly through walls
- Location 3 really needs some light sources on enemies, makes it harder to play than it should be in my opinion
- GLS seems like it needs to be refined a little, really hard to grapple onto objects sometimes even when in range.

Other than that, pretty fun. Definitely would be a good time sink with some sort of map creator and some refinements. I think there
should be some sort of visual indicator when the GLS can attach to an object on the cursor and maybe the cursor itself should be a
bit larger. Also some music would keep levels more interesting. More visual variety in levels would be cool too (Maybe a small city
to swing around as a throwback to the old Spiderman games or some supersized jungle). And a level
to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665around in would really be great so players could get good without resetting over and
over.

By the way, thanks for sharing your game awhile ago anon. I didn't even realize it came out until I checked your YT channel
recently.

EDIT: GLS is actually really fun to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665around with, but I feel that the push ability is
slightly useless. It helps when I'm swinging around like crazy, but other than that I feel like the maps are designed to favor the pull
function.
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The thrust is REALLY fun and useful for dodging enemies and for moving around more open levels like Location 3 and 4 and for
making tight maneuvers with the GLS. I didn't realize you could use it with the GLS until I accidentally misclicked (Add this bit of
info to the tutorial maybe? I didn't notice it) and the thing turns the GLS into some psuedo catapult. Really cool stuff.

I haven't played Deathmatch yet (no servers), but the map is pretty fun to swing around. I think it would be a little better if it were
more open though and the pillars were spaced a little farther apart.

Second EDIT: The shield ability is a lot more useful than I thought. If you're about to overshoot your targeted area, pop a shield in
the direction you're launched in and boom. No more flying. Missed a grapple and don't want to reset? Look down, pop a shield.
You won't fall for about 2-3 seconds. Really, really cool stuff.. Expensive, but nice to avoid \/ minimize the PVP instance 8 on 8
battle Grind :)...Why they price it so to be fair to players putting in 3 to 6 mths gaming 3 hrs a day to achieve this gear...value your
time...combo of this and new Feb 28th Apocalypse DLC worth it + a $25 of your choosing...$200 but you can build some amazing
rigs, you will not be OP, but if you enjoy RAIDS and the New Story driving adventure (orange missions) which you can do as 4
player groups now, its so much fun, even RP is possible with the amazing rigs you can build on a theme. Icarus hover legs are
nerfed since Dec, so can buy them for around 300 coin on market (each) so 4x, 1200c value of almost $30 there. Epic Cab i think
1200 coin can be as low as 800 coin ( correction now 325 coin since hover nerfed), but thats alot of grind to get that much coin,
another $20 of value there. Lots of armour pieces ect, (6?) invaluable cant be traded on market ect only leveled earned. all in all
pack about 8,000coin in value (my estimate) thats $160 right there...and dont forget your time value (3hx7dx3m)=252h...the build
part limit increase to 60 very valuable too( other packs except for tanks 55), if new player or less than level 20 (30 is the max lv)
until faction tiers. in summary if you like tanks buy the tank DLC $10 less and uber armour parts tracks ect (overdone btw ingame
by players)...but if you like adventuring ( the new story stuff will grow chapt 2 next ) and beeing high tech this is the pack for you
:)..update spyder cab now uber in pvp, so arachna pack best value for pvp and or selling cab for 3000 coin +(march 30). As others
have said, no updates in 6 months and the game really isn't playable. Loved the concept, but I think we got cheated.. Such a cute
game. hands glitch
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it suks dont get it
. Now I love the game.
It is a great Board Game!
And have a lot of fun playing it.
Once you get the mechanic isreally cool.

(Once it crasshed but the support is great.). 1979 Revolution: Black Friday, as the title suggests, is a game about the revolution
in Iran in the late 1970s. Its basically a Tell-Tale-style game about this time in history. You can read the summary of the game
on the Steam page if you want more info.

The choices here seem pretty varied. You can choose to act violent, peaceful, neutral. The story doesn't change much. Choices
really just affect who likes you and who doesn't like you.The story itself is very interesting. Black Friday I think is a piece of
history that most people in the US won't have too much knowledge about unless you have family or friends that were affected
by it. This game definitely follows in the roots of similar games like The Walking Dead and Wolf Among Us. It's a great story
with morally difficult choices and options that will have you regretting your decision for a long time after the game ends.

The game falters in the graphical fidelity and model animations department however. As engrossing as the story is, the
lackluster animations really take you out of the game. This is incredibly evident in the earlier scenes with the large crowds
gathered in the streets, you see models and animations repeated. It is definitely to be expected because of the indie nature of this
game, but it really does take the edge off of the dire nature of the plot. The third person walking segements are by far the worst
part of this game. They are just used to deliver the real world examples of Iran in 1979 via picture taking and NPC interaction
(a la Dead Spaces tapes), but with the previously mentioned animations and the slow-moving character makes the sequences just
dreadful to get through.

I like the precedent that this game sets of using real-world history that a lot of people aren't really privy to to tell a unique story
from a perspective that a lot of the audience just doesn't have. It was enlightening to learn about this important part of Iran's
cultural identity through the medium of a video game. However, the glaring faults of this game really show the cracks and
difficulties of be taken seriously as an art form in the entertainment industry.

I can't recommended this game unless you are interested in the subject matter. $6 is not a lot to spend, but maybe you're better
off spending it on something else.. Do you kno de wei?. Almost like Left4Dead, but with bowling pins instead of baseball bats.
Entertaining puzzle game; some of the enemies can be quite frustrating depending on if you luck out with the puzzle gems.
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